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Abstract

Intranet is the generic term for a collection of private computer networks within an organization. An intranet uses network technologies as a tool to facilitate communication between people or work groups to improve the data sharing capability and overall knowledge base of an organization's employees. It has significantly changed the way of communication of an organization. In this paper a new secured approach named Intranet is introduced for inter communications and other different purposes of the employees of Bangladesh Bank (The Central Bank of Bangladesh). It is developed as a Knowledge Management Information Base by sharing and reusing information with a view of right information for right people at the right time. It allows faster access to information and helps the management to make quicker decisions and take actions, thus improving the overall productivity of the organization. BB Intranet has some workflow to handle the day to day activity easily and within short time like, current economic and financial news from different online news source, graph and charts representing the economy of the country organizational phone index, organizational chart, publications, some user interactive flows like survey, question and answer, some workflows such as leave application, document management system, e-noting system, meeting room booking, transport requisition, mailing facility, links to some in house running almost all applications and digital version of paper forms which are used by employees. So BB employee can access personal information (regarding official, educational, training, transfer, posting, promotion, leave, and loan advance) from central database through intranet. After successful implementation of Intranet the central bank has introduced green banking concepts in banking sector in Bangladesh by reducing a huge amount of paper. This paper concludes by giving the remedy of barrier for using intranet system and providing an analysis of the survey results of different public organizations that are currently using intranet system method. Lastly, if such demonstrative prototypes are implemented in everywhere, they can adaptively interface with existing systems, hence attaining the government long term goal of e-governance.
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